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KIWIRAIL CAN REPHASE AND REDUCE
PROJECT IREX TO SCALE THE BID BY $308M
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The full Project IREX estimate when the Budget initiatives were
finalised was $1.758 billion. We have interrogated the costs and
rephased investments and have confidence that the Project can
be delivered for $1.450 billion. This would reduce the Budget 2021
initiative from $565 million to $257 million without compromising
quality for this strategic national asset.
Withheld under section 9(2)(i)
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Picton Terminal – The brief did not change Withheld under s9(2)(i)
• Increase due to basic design development and construction cost
escalation, and some additional costs imposed by Marlborough District
Council for roading and local amenity.
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WHY KIWIRAIL IS CONFIDENT THAT WE CAN DELIVER DAY 1 FOR
$1,450M – AND WHAT IS BEING SACRIFICED

Price increase due to the selection of a Korean shipyard following
competitive tender which will provide better quality ships, lower risk
and better whole-of-life reliability. Previous budgets assumed costs
for ship builds by a Chinese shipyard.
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Ferries – The brief did not change
• Remains two large, rail-enabled ships to replace the existing fleet of
three (1 rail and 2 non-rail) reaching the end of their safe and economic
lives
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REASONS FOR COST INCREASES
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Wellington Terminal – The brief materially changed
• Original estimates assumed an interim build at Kaiwharawhara
followed by a full build at Kings Wharf. Kaiwharawhara site selection
reflects the preference of key stakeholders and introduced a full build
cost estimate (including substantial engineering and land reclamation
for long-term resilience). Budget 2021 estimates were based on
extrapolated Picton cost estimates.

Withheld under section 9(2)(i)

•

Inserting side facing ramps (like in ships that transport cars)
on the ship eliminates the needs for back-up linkspans and
improves resilience in a seismic event

•

Putting the boarding gate on a lower deck reduces the length
and height of elevated walkways needed at both terminals

•

Potential to lock in FX currency once Budget decisions are
confirmed. Current rates are better than they were when the
original Business Plan was done

In order of materiality, the initiatives we are currently pursuing include:
Ships
• Changing rail deck to have turnouts on the ship as opposed to on the land
which flows through to:
• Ability to have single track on the linkspan
• This means we can have floating rather than fixed rail linkspans –
deleting major seismic/structural costs in Wellington and, to a lesser
extent, in Picton
Withheld under s9(2)(i)
• Reduces the length of the linkspans
Note: Linkspans, which are the ramps that join the ship to the shore, are
currently costed, pre fees and contingency, at

Picton Terminal
• Changing rail operating model to 2 x 20 wagon trains arriving and
departing for each sailing vs the original brief of 1 x 40 wagon
trains arriving and departing
•

This flows through to:
• Reduced rail infrastructure
• Fewer and shorter loading ramps for vehicles
• Ability to move terminal away from seawall, reducing marine
protection works and leaves most of the current roading and
parking intact

BUDGET SENSITIVE AND COMMERCIAL IN CONFIDENCE

Information withheld under s9(2)(i)

Wellington Terminal
• Challenge to seismic design criteria focusing on light, more
readily repairable structures (which still protect life safety)
vs current design which is a “beefed up” version of Picton

General – Both Terminals
• Challenge conservatism of below line contingency, risk and
design allowances, particularly in Wellington
•

General Value Engineering testing of build concepts and
assumptions on contractor margins
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Many of the changes are deferrals to deal with cost pressure
and to match the starting asset with the underlying business
years 1-10;
we will need to invest further once business grows beyond
this point
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The reductions are not free, in the sense they will impact on
the P&L through additional costs and revenue loss, and the
NPV of that is being tested concurrently.
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Comment
• KiwiRail’s view is that if all the initiatives came through,
the savings are greater than
– but we want to avoid
optimism bias in the Budget 2021 bid

B. Scaled
Budget
Initiative
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Integration with State Highway 1, and possible Waka Kotahi
contribution and/or earlier win for Let’s Get Wellington
Moving

A. Current
Budget
Initiative
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1. Column B: This is the revised base case for Budget 2021
being $257M as opposed to $565M in the original Budget bid
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Modifying the existing terminal, rather than building new.
Also flows through to reducing the amount of pavement work

Budget 2021 Implications

2.

Additional potential ﬁnancing options
3.
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Ship debt (additional Balance
Sheet stretch)
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POSSIBLE FINANCING OPTIONS
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Sales of existing ferries
Investment by Port Companies

Other considerations

Investment by Institutional Funds
Budget 2021 IREX Initiative
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1,758

1,450

1,450
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BUDGET SENSITIVE AND COMMERCIAL IN CONFIDENCE
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Update on the roading cost implications of Kiwirail moving the interislander ferry terminal
______________________________________________________________________________________
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Roading implications:

The new Cook Strait ferries will result in a change in the use and performance of the transport network
both in Wellington and Picton. Projects to accommodate these changes are in the Business Case phase.

•

All costs provided are indicative and are expected to change. The timing of construction of the roadrelated components and the appropriate split of costs between parties has not yet been confirmed.
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Wellington terminal:

A draft version of the Programme Business Case (PBC) for the Wellington Multi-User Ferry Terminal was
completed in July 2019 and identified Kaiwharawhara as the preferred location. The work was carried out
through a collaborative agreement between Greater Wellington Regional Council, CentrePort, Waka
Kotahi, Wellington City Council, KiwiRail, and Strait Shipping/BlueBridge.

•

The 2019 PBC estimated the capital cost of the Kaiwharawhara option is $390m to $730m, including an
allocation of at least $140m for land transport improvements. These costs were provisionally drawn up in
2019 and will require a more detailed review.

•

The timing of the land transport improvements in Wellington that were included in the PBC are likely to be
after 2025.
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Picton terminal:

Waka Kotahi is in the late stages of a collaborative Single Stage Business Case with KiwiRail,
Marlborough District Council, and Port Marlborough.

•

We have yet to secure approvals from the different organisations but the current cost estimate for outside
port interventions (road improvements) that have been identified as a day 1 requirement total $32m. The
project team has established a position around funding shares, but this is still subject to approval by each
of the relevant organisations
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